Use of Partial Least Squares improves the efficacy of removing unwanted variability in differential expression analyses based on RNA-Seq data.
RNA-Seq technology has revolutionized the face of gene expression profiling by generating read count data measuring the transcript abundances for each queried gene on multiple experimental subjects. But on the downside, the underlying technical artefacts and hidden biological profiles of the samples generate a wide variety of latent effects that may potentially distort the actual transcript/gene expression signals. Standard normalization techniques fail to correct for these hidden variables and lead to flawed downstream analyses. In this work I demonstrate the use of Partial Least Squares (built as an R package 'SVAPLSseq') to correct for the traces of extraneous variability in RNA-Seq data. A novel and thorough comparative analysis of the PLS based method is presented along with some of the other popularly used approaches for latent variable correction in RNA-Seq. Overall, the method is found to achieve a substantially improved estimation of the hidden effect signatures in the RNA-Seq transcriptome expression landscape compared to other available techniques.